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Abstract: Deep space communication is quite different from conventional ground communication due to its time ⁃
varying，complexity and large signal delay，which consequently affects communication quality and system efficiency.
Adjusting the transmission parameters when the channel environment changes during the communication can guarantee
the performance index of the system，and therefore improve communication efficiency. An adaptive transmission
scheme of transceiver based on Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems（CCSDS）protocols is proposed in
this paper. According to the variation of the deep space channel，the symbol rate of transmission data is adjusted
dynamically by estimating the signal ⁃ to ⁃ noise ratio（SNR） of the receiver in real time and adjusting the channel
environment. This scheme can improve the channel utilization and system throughput under the premise of limiting the
system bit error rate. Furthermore，this scheme is successfully implemented in Xilinx Virtex⁃5 FPGA board.
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0 Introduction

As space technology keeps progressing，many
countries has deployed space exploration. In order
to make the multi ⁃ spacecraft missions feasible，the
Consultative Committee for Space Data Systems
（CCSDS）was established by the National Aeronau⁃
tics and Space Administration（NASA） and Euro⁃
pean Space Agency（ESA）［1］ in early 1980s. Ac⁃
cording to the characteristics of deep space commu⁃
nication，CCSDS proposed the Proximity ⁃ 1 Space
Link Protocol［2⁃4］，which aims at a unified standard
to regulate communication protocols，data exchang⁃
es and processing among spacecraft，spacecraft and
ground equipment. It also promotes cooperations
among countries and space organizations.

According to the definition of International

Telecommunication Union （ITU） Radio Regula⁃
tions， the transmission distance of the terrestrial
space is less than 2 × 106 km，while the distance of
deep space communication is greater than or equal
to it. Because of its far communication distance，the
signal of deep space communication is weak，and
the delay is not stable. Therefore，how to improve
the quality of deep space communication is critical，
especially in the premise of limiting the transmission
bit error rate（BER）to improve the system through⁃
put.

In the field of wireless mobile communica⁃
tions，the adaptive signal processing is widely used
to improve system communication quality by adap⁃
tively changing signal power， transmission rate，
and coding modulation，etc［5］. The adaptive trans⁃
mission strategy can adaptively change the transmis⁃
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sion parameters to adjust to the characteristics of the
channel in the time domain and the frequency do⁃
main. The system transmits at a faster data rate
when the channel quality is better or improves the
anti ⁃ interference ability of the data and reduces the
system bit error rate（BER）when the channel quali⁃
ty is poor，thus finally improves the communication
performance. In order to adjust to the complex chan⁃
nel environment of deep space communication，the
signal transmission parameters can be changed in re⁃
al time according to the channel condition，therefore
to improve the performance of communication sys⁃
tems［6］. This paper combines the requirements of
the proximity ⁃ 1 space communication protocols to
design a symbol rate adaptive transmission system
scheme that meets the requirements of the CCSDS
protocol. The scheme can solve the problem of poor
communication quality and low system efficiency by
using fixed rate in deep space communication envi⁃
ronment and by adjusting the transmission symbol
rate to the optimal state under the premise of satisfy⁃
ing the requirement of system BER. It can provide a
useful reference for the design of the deep space
communication digital transponder.

1 Deep Space Communication Cha ⁃

racteristics and Scheme Descrip⁃

tion

Proximity space communication link refers to a
short，two ⁃way，fixed or mobile wireless link that
is commonly used for communications between
probes，landers，monitors，orbital constellations，
and orbital relay satellites. The proximity space
link has short delay and moderate signal power.
This is suitable for short and functionally indepen⁃
dent communications. When the characteristics of
the deep space communication environment is in⁃
voled，the performance of the communication sys⁃
tem will be affected. The uplink and downlink com⁃
munication links are asymmetric in the channel.
The impact of communication discontinuities is also
challenging.

Compared to the traditional link communica⁃
tion protocol，the CCSDS Proximity ⁃1 Link Proto⁃

col has an obvious advantage that it supports real ⁃
time tuning of physical parameters during communi⁃
cation［7］. The Proximity⁃1 Link Protocol can change
the parameters in real time through the“handshake”
process，and the“handshake”is absolutely neces⁃
sary before user data transmission.

In a proximity space wireless communication
system，the channel condition is time ⁃varying. The
channel capacity and the signal ⁃ to ⁃ noise ratio
（SNR）of the receiver will change at random. When
using the same transmission mode，the communica⁃
tion system is unable to meet the change in channel
conditions， thereby restricts the quality of data
transmission. The basic principle of adaptive trans⁃
mission is to enhance the channel utilization，to re⁃
duce BER and to improve the system throughput by
changing the parameters such as the transmission
power，the symbol rate，the modulation mode，the
encoding mode，and the frame length.

By estimating the changes in the channel，the
adaptive transmission scheme changes the transmis⁃
sion rate of the transceiver of the communication
system in real time. When the communication link
channel quality is satisfying，the adaptive transmis⁃
sion system upgrades symbol rate to improve
throughput. When the channel condition is poor，it
drops the symbol rate to reduce the BER. Mean⁃
while， the spectrum utilization can also be im⁃
proved. There are several ways to change the trans⁃
mission rate. The first is to change the symbol
rate［8］. The second is to change the modulation
mode［9⁃10］. The third is to change the encoding
mode［11⁃12］. This paper focuses on the analysis and
design of the first method.

The adaptive transmission scheme is a hard⁃
ware of a closed loop simulation verification system.
To adapt to the instable and changeable environ⁃
ment of space communication，the scheme uses the
channel simulation unit to simulate Inter device com⁃
munication link environment and provides test sig⁃
nal source for communication devices. The scheme
carries out data transmission with designed BER
and simultaneously changes the transmission rate ac⁃
cording to the channel in real time.
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2 Adaptive Transmission System

Model

According to the characteristics of deep space
communication environment between inter device
communication links，under the Proximity ⁃ 1 Link
protocol［13⁃14］，this paper presents a semi physical
simulation system scheme for inter device communi⁃
cation of deep space exploration in ultra high fre⁃
quency（UHF）band. The semi physical simulation
system integrates transmitters，receivers，and con⁃
trol modules. The radio software of digital commu⁃
nication incorporates a general digital deep space
transponders through the FPGA or DSP device
with strong programming ability. In this paper，the
adaptive transmission scheme is verified by the FP⁃
GA hardware circuit and implemented using Xilinx
Virtex⁃5 FPGA chip（i.e.，XC5VSX95T）. The logic
synthesis and layout routing of FPGA is performed
in ISE 12.2. The BER requirement designed for this
system is 1 × 10-6. The schematic diagram of the
semi physical simulation system is shown in Fig.1.

The protocol transmitting unit generates an in⁃
termediate frequency signal that then goes into the
proximity space channel simulation unit. The chan⁃
nel simulation unit of the semi physical simulation
system connect under short ⁃ circuit condition corre⁃
sponds to the absence of channel conditions. The
output signal is passed through a band ⁃ pass filter
and an amplifier. Next，an up mixing is made to the
radio frequency（RF） and the channel propagation
attenuation is simulated. Then，the received radio
frequency signal is mixed down to intermediate fre⁃
quency and the mirror frequency is filtered out. Fi⁃
nally，the protocol receiver unit demodulates the sig⁃
nal and evaluates the performance of the signal.

The protocol baseband transceiver unit is a
communication subsystem，which is based on a

hardware platform. Each communication subsystem
contains a transmitter and a receiver for baseband
signal processing. By simulating the variation of ra⁃
dio wave propagation characteristics of aircraft in
deep space environment， the channel simulation
unit can provide test signal source for communica⁃
tion devices of the surround and Lander. The chan⁃
nel simulation unit is used for simulating Inter de⁃
vice communication link environment.

As a special scene of wireless communication，
deep space channel has the general characteristics of
wireless channel，including propagation loss，chan⁃
nel fading and noise interference. Doppler effect is
also one of the influencial factors because of the
huge relative motion between stars in the universe.
It is noticed that the wireless mobile channel is usu⁃
ally based on the multipath component model，
while the number of deep space communication
links is much less. In addition，the speed and the
range of the motions of deep space spacecraft are
much larger than those of traditional transceivers.
The test signal source of the channel simulation unit
can be modeled as

y ( t )=∑
l=0

L( t )

αl ( t ) βl ( t ) e-jϕl ( t ) x ( t-τ l ( t ) )+n ( t ) (1)

where αl ( t ) represents the propagation loss of each
path，which is up to propagation distance，frequen⁃
cy，scene and other factors；βl ( t ) the time varying
channel fading envelope of each path，which relies
on shadow fading and small scale fading；φl ( t ) the
time varying phase rotation of each path，which de⁃
pends on the time delay and the Doppler frequency
shift；τ l ( t ) the time varying delay of each path，
which is affected by the propagation scene；and n ( t )
the channel noise，which indicates system thermal
noise and stellar noise.

This model considers the communication links
and the speed and the range of spacecraft motions in

Fig. 1 The semi physical simulation system
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deep space. The deep space communication channel
environment is simulated in the channel simulation
unit，such as the number of channels，the number of
multipaths，multipath delay，channel attenuation，
Doppler frequency shift and Doppler spread，and
the simulation is in accordance with the expected
channel theory model.

When data is transmitted in the system，proxim⁃
ity link transmission unit（PLTU）is the basic unit of
data transmission. The length of PLTU is variable.
It consists of the attached synchronization marker
（ASM）、Version ⁃ 3 transfer frame and 32 ⁃ bit cyclic
redundancy check（CRC）. The data field of Version⁃
3 transfer frame can be divided into service data unit
（SDU）and supervisory protocol data unit（SPDU）.
The frame format of SPDU contains the control infor⁃
mation of the physical layer，such as modulation
mode，and data rate，etc. The length of SPDU can
be fixed or variable. This paper uses a variable
length. The SPDU data field contents are shown in
Table 1. The transmitter and the receiver can be iden⁃
tified by the value in the directive type field contained
in the 13th—15th bit . The data rate in the 3rd—
6th bit is used to set transmitter and receiver rates.

According to the CCSDS Proximity⁃1 link pro⁃
tocol，if either part in the process of communication

requests changing parameters，the local transmitter
interrupts the transmission of SDU and switches to
the state of transmitting parameter directive. If the
remote receiver fails to receive SPDU， the local
transmitter will resend it due to timeout until the re⁃
mote receiver receives SPDU correctly. At the
same time，if either part receives SPDU，it changes
the parameters of the local transmitter and receiver
according to the received parameters directive. After
changing the parameters successfully， the local
transmitter switches to the state of transmitting user
data. The adaptive transmission scheme for deep
space communication systems is proposed and
shown in Fig.2.

Firstly，the local receiver estimates SNR of the
signal which is output from frame synchronization，
and compares its estimation with the reference val⁃
ue. The comparison result maps the rate control
words，which are sent to the local transmitter. The
local transmitter completes the framing of SPDU.
When the local transmitter detects that SPDU is pre⁃
pared， the working mode will be switched on.
Next，the local transmitter stops sending SDU and
begins sending SPDU. The remote receiver obtains
the data rate， which is extracted from SPDU.
Then， the remote transmitter and the receiver
change the data rate. Finally，the local receiver re⁃
sets the data rate，and the rate of the local receiver
and the remote transmitter is matched. The remote
transmitter begins transmitting the carrier wave，
and then begins sending the capture sequence. After
carrier synchronization and symbol synchronization
are completed，the communication link is restored.

Table 1 Transmitter parameter directive

Param⁃
eter

Bit

Mode
3 b

0—2

Data
rate
4 b
3—6

Modu⁃
lation
1 b
7

Data
encoding
2 b
8—9

Fre⁃
quency
3 b

10—12

Directive
type
3 b

13—15

Fig. 2 The proposed adaptive transmission scheme for deep space communication system
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The adaptive transmission systems adjust to the cor⁃
responding transmission data rate.

3 Rate Adaptation Algorithm

In this paper， the rate adaptive transmission
scheme is based on changing symbol rate. In deep
space communication，the quality of channel can be
reflected by SNR of the receiver. Therefore，a new
algorithm for SNR estimation with low complexity
is proposed to conform to the requirements of the
system. The rate is switched dynamically by com⁃
paring the estimation with the threshold that is set
by the requirement of the actual communication sys⁃
tem. In addition，the difference of the throughput
performance is analyzed by comparing this scheme
with conventional fixed rate methods.

3. 1 SNV_DF estimation

There are several classical SNR estimation al⁃
gorithms，such as，the second and fourth⁃order mo⁃
ments（M2M4）estimation［15］，the signal ⁃ to ⁃ varia⁃
tion ratio（SVR） estimation［16］，the square signal
and noise variance（SNV）estimation［17］ and the da⁃
ta fitting（DF） estimation［18］. Among them，SVR
and M2M4 are better than SNV and DF in terms of
performance. However，they are also more difficult
to implement in hardware due to the expensive bi⁃
quadrate and square root operations. Besides，qua⁃
dratic and cubic polynomial can be used in DF in⁃
stead of quintic polynomial. In this work，the SNV
and DF estimation algorithms are combined to esti⁃
mate SNR，and its basic principle is shown in Fig.3.

Based on the DF estimation algorithm，the sig⁃
nal received by the transceiver can be represented as

x ( n )= s ( n )+ v ( n )= Aα ( n )+ v ( n ) (2)
where s ( n ) is the constellation signal；v ( n ) the addi⁃
tive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and σ2

variance；A the amplitude of the signal，and α ( n )

the constellation mapping point.
The received signal can be divided into two or⁃

thogonal signals of I and Q and expressed as
xI/Q ( n )= ±A+ v ( n ) (3)

The SNR expression of the real and imaginary
parts of the signal is described as

SNR I/Q=
Re ( )||Aα ( n ) 2

σ 2
=
Im ( )||Aα ( n ) 2

σ 2
= A2

σ 2

(4)
We can find out that SNR of the entire com⁃

plex signal is the same as the SNR of the real part
and the imaginary part，and only one of the ways
needs to be estimated. And a variable is defined as

z=
E [ ]x2I/Q ( n )
E 2 [ ]|| xI/Q ( n )

(5)

Assuming that the signal and noise are indepen⁃
dent of each other and satisfy the random distribu⁃
tion process，we can get that
E [ x2I/Q ( n ) ]= E 2 ( xI/Q ( n ) )+ Var ( xI/Q ( n ) )=

A2 + σ 2 (6)

E [ | xI/Q ( n ) | ]= 1
σ

π
2 e

- A2

2σ 2 + A
é

ë
ê
êerf ( A2

2σ 2 )ùûúú(7)
From Eqs.（4）—（7），we can get

z= 1+ λ

{ }2
π e

- λ
2 + λ

é

ë
êê

ù

û
úúerf ( )λ2
2 = f ( λ ) (8)

By solving the inverse function of Eq.（8），

SNR can be estimated as
λ= f ′ ( z ) (9)

In this scheme，DF ⁃ 2 and DF ⁃ 3 polynomials
are used for data fitting. The expression can be de⁃
scribed as

λ=-196.238 192 866 11z3 +
766.680 537 499 06z2 - 1 019.120 183 683 80z+

464.668 628 515 33 (10)
λ= 7.954 671 851 172 83z2 - (11)

46.679 013 283 835 83z+ 51.545 297 241 807 40
Above 5 dB，the performance of SNV estima⁃

tion is close to SNR standard value. Below 10 dB，
the performance of DF estimation is approximate to
the standard value. The complexity of DF⁃2 polyno⁃
mials is lower，so it can be used to estimate the
rough range of the SNR. DF ⁃ 3 can be used when

Fig. 3 SNV_DF estimation
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the SNR is below 9 dB，while SNV is used when
the SNR is over 9 dB. The SNV_DF estimation is
similar to the standard value，meeting the accuracy
requirements of the SNR estimation. The joint esti⁃
mation method can significantly reduce the complex⁃
ity and hardware cost.

Fig.4 compares performances of SNV_DF and
M2M4. It can be seen that the performance of the
joint estimation of SNV and DF is close to that of
the M2M4 estimation，and it is consistent with the
actual SNR.

3. 2 Threshold of rate adaptation

The selection for the SNR threshold of rate
switching is mainly based on the system BER. At
one rate， according to the relationship between
the BER and the output SNR，we can identify
the output SNR threshold value of the current
rate. Similarly， the threshold values for different
rates can be determined. When one rate is twice
bigger than the other， the difference of their
thresholds is 3 dB. In the actual transmission pro⁃
cess，when the difference between the estimated
SNR and the theoretical value corresponds to the
system BER， we can determine the rate that
should be switched to.

The symbol rate of the system is divided into
12 levels in a range of 1—2 048 kb/s（i.e.，1 kb/s，
2 kb/s，4 kb/s，…，2 048 kb/s）. Fig.5 shows the
relationship between the BER and the output SNR
of the quadrature phase shift key（QPSK）signal in
the additive Gauss white noise channel. According
to the matlab simulation results，when the system
BER is 1×10-6，the corresponding SNR is required

to reach 15.5 dB without error correction.

Fig. 6 shows the input SNR and the output
SNR of QPSK signal with 12 symbol rates. The in⁃
put SNR is the channel attenuation produced by the
channel simulation unit. It is used for simulating the
signal attenuation caused by various noises and prop⁃
agation losses in Inter device communication envi⁃
ronment. The signal passes through the channel sim ⁃
ulation unit. The protocol receiver unit demodulates
the signal and evaluates the performance of the sig⁃
nal to get the output SNR.

It can be seen that the output SNR of QSPK
signal increases when the symbol rate decreases，
and the difference of SNR in two adjacent rates is
close to 3 dB. Therefore，by calculating the differ⁃
ence between the estimation of SNR and 15.5 dB，
the rate is increased or decreased to ensure the differ⁃
ence is within 3 dB so that BER can satisfy the sys⁃
tem requirement during the actual data transmission.
The adaptive rate expression formula can be mod⁃
eled as

Fig. 4 Performance comparison of SNV_DF and M2M4

Fig. 5 Relationship between BER and the output SNR

Fig. 6 Relationship between the input and output SNRs of
QPSK signal with 12 symbol rates
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rateesti =
ì

í

î

ï
ï

ï
ï

ratecurr + floor ( )SNR- 15.5
3 SNR ≥ 15.5 dB

ratecurr - ceiling ( )15.5- SNR
3 SNR < 15.5 dB

(12)
where ratecurr represents the current symbol rate of
transmission data. rateesti the estimated symbol rate；
floor（x）the rounding down function. and ceiling（x）
the rounding up function. When the SNR is less
than 15.5 dB，the system will decrease the symbol
rate. When the SNR estimation is higher than 15.5，
the system will maintain or increase the symbol rate.

3. 3 Rate switching principle

There are two basic ways of rate switching.
One is the step jump and another is the direct jump.
Step jump method is based on the estimated SNR
and the threshold value. When the SNR is less than
the threshold，the rate will drop one level，and vice
versa. While the direct jump method calculates the
difference between estimation and threshold，then
finds out the direct level that the look ⁃ up table
should jump to，which is depicted in Fig.6. Howev⁃
er，in long⁃distance communication，when the chan⁃
nel condition changes frequently， too many step
jumps can easily cause the clock jitter of the device
and lead to instability of the system. Therefore，in
this work，direct jump method is used to switch

rates adaptively.
Based on the above principle，the rate switch⁃

ing for the transceiver is shown in Fig.7. The way of
rate switching is mainly embodied in two aspects，
namely，changing the interpolation and extraction
factors of cascade integrator comb（CIC），and chang⁃
ing the data clock. According to the received state
information，the ratio of the signal sampling rate
and the symbol rate can remain unchanged after the
CIC filter.

3. 4 Performance analysis of throughput

During the actual transmission process，switch⁃
ing the symbol rate affects the throughput of the
deep space communication system. Assuming the
transmitted symbols are independent and identical
distribution，R represents the symbol rate and its
unit is b/s；P the SNR. Thus the throughput（T）in
the unit time can be expressed as

T= R* (1- P) R (13)
In one period，R can be estimated by the aver⁃

age rate of transmission，that is
-R = R1τ 1 + R2τ 2 +…+ Rnτn

τ 1 + τ 2+…+ τ n
(14)

where R̄ is the average rate of the statistical time；
R1，R2，…，Rn are the rates that corresponding to τ 1；
τ 2，…，τ n. The total time of the statistics process is
T= τ 1 + τ 2 +⋯+ τ n.

Suppose that the channel remains stable for a

Fig. 7 Rate switching for transceiver
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duration of 1 s in the statistical process. The follow⁃
ing assumptions are used for the simulation. Update
cycle time is 1 s；the modulation mode is QPSK；

the noise is Gaussian white noise；and the SNR
threshold is 15.5 dB. The initial symbol rate are
256 kb / s and 512 kb / s，and statistics time of
throughput is 10 s. Figs.8，9 show the data through⁃
put with different SNR curves of the two initial sym ⁃
bol rates.

It can be seen that the throughput performance
using adaptive transmission rate is much better than
the fixed rate in terms of the two initial rates. With
the increase of SNR，throughputat the adaptive rate
is different from that at the fixed rate. When SNR is
less than the threshold，the throughput of the adap⁃
tive adjustment is better than the fixed rate. When
SNR gradually approaches the threshold，and ex⁃
ceeds the threshold of 15.5 dB but still less than
18.5 dB，the adaptive symbol rate is the same as the
fixed process，so the throughput performance is co⁃
incident. When SNR is higher than 18.5 dB，the

adaptive adjustment process will automatically in⁃
crease the transmission rate and can keep a low bit
error performance while ensure the high efficiency of
the transmission. In addition，the size of the initial
rate also affects the throughput performance. Under
the same SNR condition，the throughput of the ini⁃
tial rate with 512 kb / s is higher than that with
256 kb/s.

In the two initial symbol rates with the 6.5 dB
and 19 dB，the curves of rate values and SNR ver⁃
sus time are shown in Figs. 10，11. It can be seen
that when the initial SNR is less than the threshold
value of 15.5 dB，the symbol rate is dropped，and
then SNR is increased. When SNR is larger than
the threshold value，it will fall into a range of 15.5—
18.5 dB. Then the symbol rate will be stable with a
fixed rate.

According to the Eq.（14），the corresponding
average rates of 256 kb / s and 512 kb / s are 435.2
kb / s. So we can see that the average rate of the
whole statistical process is not only determined by

Fig. 8 Relationship between the throughput and SNR (with
symbol rate=256 kb/s)

Fig. 9 Relationship between throughput and SNR (with sy⁃
mbol rate=512 kb/s)

Fig. 10 Variation curves of symbol rate and SNR (SNR=
19 dB，Rate=256 kb/s)

Fig. 11 Variation curves of symbol rate and SNR (SNR=
6. 5 dB, Rate=512 kb/s)
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the initial rate，but also related to the corresponding
initial SNR.

4 Conclusions

This paper presents an adaptive transmission
scheme of transceiver based on CCSDS 211 proto⁃
col. The adaptive mechanism can obtain the adap⁃
tive symbol rate by estimate the output SNR from
the receiver in real time. And the local receiver ex⁃
tracts the control information from the remote trans⁃
mitter to adjust the symbol rate of local transceiver
dynamically. The SNR estimation of the adaptive
transmission scheme used in FPGA can simplify the
hardware circuit while meeting the performance of
estimation. Further，the proposed scheme can im⁃
prove the channel utilization and the system through⁃
put by adjusting the symbol rate of transceiver dy⁃
namically. It is a useful reference for the design of
deep space communication system.
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